
From Daniel Anderson, WisDOT 
 
Roger, 
 
Below are some concerns from the Regional Review that should be addressed prior to approval of the 
ATV trail. 
 
Traffic Section 

1) My traffic safety concern is whether there is adequate intersection sight distance across from 
Old Hwy 13. Being on the inside of the big curve, the sight distance may be short, and it 
wouldn’t be the best place to cross.   

 
Maintenance Section 

1) The south (east) trail crossing at Old Highway 13 is in a curve. This necessarily means that both 
ATV riders attempting to cross STH 13, and vehicular traffic approaching the trail crossing on 
STH 13, will not have good sight distance of each other as they approach this location. 

2) The attached trail map shows the trail moving onto the STH 13 shoulder in order to pass over 
culvert locations that channel stream/river drainage; this would eventually result in damage or 
destruction to our aggregate shoulder. Likewise, it could also pose a safety issue, possibly 
increasing the likelihood of ATV-car/truck accidents at each such culvert location along the 
trail. I did see that Roger Lindgren mentioned extending the culverts as a means of keeping ATVs 
away from the roadway. This is a possibility, but the Town would be responsible for the cost of 
these extensions and their maintenance. An alternative approach would be for the Town to 
build some trail bridges, so that ATVs don’t have to swing up on the shoulder at these 
culverts.  This option might be better since the Town would not have to coordinate with WisDOT 
on building the culvert extensions (I think the plans for the Lost Creek Culverts are already 
nearly complete) or worry about long-term maintenance of the culvert extensions. 

 
If you have any other questions, please let me know. 
 
Thanks, 
 
 

Daniel M. Anderson 
Access Management Coordinator 
 


